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ABSTRACT 
Forced-convection boiling is experimentally studied in a 

two-dimensional heat-generating model porous medium. 

Visualizations of the two-phase flow and thermal measurements 

inside the test section are performed. Boiling curves show that 

the critical heat flux on a specific heating element decreases as 

the global thermal power released by the porous medium 

increases. Also, visualizations show that the void fraction in the 

test section increases with the global heating power. An image 

processing program was developed to measure the void 

fraction, in order to investigate its influence on the critical heat 

flux. Such a measurement is validated using a second test 

section where air is injected at a known flow rate inside the 

device, in isothermal conditions, and where flow regimes 

comparable to those observed in the boiling experiment are 

obtained. 

 

NOMENCLATURE 
qCHF Critical heat flux (W/m

2
) 

Tcylinder Wall temperature of the cylinder under study (°C) 

Tinlet Liquid inlet temperature (°C) 

y  Height in the test section (m) 

ROI Region of interest 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Reflooding during a reactor severe accident is an important 

topic in nuclear safety studies. Following a loss of coolant 

accident in a pressurized water reactor, the materials of the core 

can crumble and form a porous, hot debris bed that must be 

efficiently cooled. This is done by reflooding the debris bed 

with water. However, this operation can cause hazardous 

oxidization reactions between water steam and zircaloy 

contained in the fuel cladding [1], and its success to cool the 

core by extracting the nuclear residual power is not guaranteed 

because dry-out phenomena can occur. Since the seventies, 

many studies have been made to investigate the coolability of a 

hot debris bed, [1-8] to cite a few. They are reviewed and 

discussed by Fichot et al. [9]. Many of them tried to determine 

the dry-out conditions of a reflooded debris bed, and to define a 

dry-out critical heat flux. Indeed, because of the low thermal 

conductivity of the vapor, a dry zone in the debris bed may heat 

up to a point where particles can melt and form a mixture called 

corium. Thus, the dry-out heat flux is considered to be the 

highest thermal flux that water can extract from a debris bed 

[3, 10]. 

At the French Institute for Radiation Protection and 

Nuclear Safety (IRSN), the ICARE/CATHARE code used to 

simulate reflooding is based on a thermal-hydraulic two-phase 

flow model in porous media [9, 11-13]. To validate and improve 

this model, an experimental research program has been set up. 

Two test facilities have been made, called PRELUDE and 

PEARL. These experiments consist in reflooding with water a 

packing of steel beads heated by an induction coil [14]. They 

allow to test the model used, providing data such as steam 

production rate, pressure drop, temperature at different points in 

the test section. Yet, these are essentially macroscopic data, and 



 

local information about the flow at the pore scale is also needed 

to improve the model [15]. 

Thus, a collaboration has been undertaken between IRSN 

and the Fluid Mechanics Institute of Toulouse (IMFT) in order 

to characterize boiling phenomena at the pore scale. A nearly 

two-dimensional heat-generating model porous medium has 

been set up [16], which allows the monitoring of the thermal 

power released by the heating elements, the measurement of 

their temperature, and visualizations of the flow patterns. This 

experimental device is introduced in a first part of this paper 

and then, the results of typical boiling experiments are detailed. 

An important finding is that the critical heat flux on a given 

heating element decreases as the global thermal power released 

by the porous medium increases. Also, visualizations show that 

the void fraction around the heating element under study has a 

great influence on the critical heat flux. Finally, an image 

processing method aiming at estimating the void fraction in the 

test section is presented. 

 

 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The experimental setup is fully described in [15]. The test 

cell is composed of 392 cylinders positioned between two 

ceramic plates, one of which is transparent, allowing direct flow 

visualizations (see Fig. 1). The staggered arrangement of the 

2 mm diameter cylinders is slightly randomly disturbed. The 

spacing between the plates is 3 mm. The cylinders are Pt-100 

resistance temperature detectors (RTD) heated by Joule effect. 

They perform a dual function: they are used as both temperature 

probes and heating elements. It is the main original feature of 

this experimental device, which gives the possibility of heating 

the porous medium while controlling the thermal power 

released by the heating elements and measuring their 

temperature. 

The heat flux applied to each cylinder is controlled by a 

microelectronic servo-control system. The test section is held 

vertically, the liquid is injected at the bottom at a controlled 

flow rate, pressure, and inlet temperature. The working fluid is 

the HFE-7000, which boils at 34°C at atmospheric pressure. It 

was chosen because of its low saturation temperature, which 

allows to study all the boiling regimes, in particular film 

boiling, while keeping the thermal constraints in the setup at a 

relatively low level. The size of the cylinders has been 

calculated so that the ratio of their diameter to the capillary 

length of the HFE-7000 is the same as the ratio of the steel 

beads diameter to the capillary length of water in the 

PRELUDE experiment: thus, bubble size distribution and 

confinement effects are comparable in both experiments. 

 

 

 
 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In the present paper we only present some results obtained 

in steady-state boiling regimes. Results in transient, reflooding 

experiments can be found in Sapin et al. [15]. Forced-

convection boiling curves, later on referred as Nukiyama curves 

[17] have been established for a particular heating element, 

while all the others dissipated a fixed, controlled thermal power. 

Figure 2 displays the heating configuration of the model porous 

medium. Initially, the test section is saturated by the liquid, 

flowing upward at a flow rate fixed by a gear pump (the 

filtration velocity is 3.6 mm/s), while a constant thermal power 

is applied to the whole bundle of heating cylinders, except one. 

The cylinder under study is then progressively heated so that all 

boiling regimes are obtained at its surface, from nucleate to film 

boiling. A steady-state cylinder temperature is measured for the 

different heating powers. On Fig. 3, we compare two boiling 

curves obtained in two different configurations. In a first 

reference case, labeled “single probe” in Fig. 3, only the 

cylinder under study is heated. Then in another second case, 

labeled “probe in a bubble swarm”, the Nukiyama curve for the 

cylinder under study is obtained while a fixed heat flux is 

applied to the surrounding cylinders. 

Both curves display the typical shape of a Nukiyama curve: 

the evolution of the heat flux applied as a function of the 

cylinder wall temperature in forced-convection boiling in 

porous media is similar to the one obtained in pool boiling. 

However, we note that the critical heat flux qCHF at which the 

boiling crisis occurs is lower when the cylinder under study is 

within the vapor bubbles swarm generated by boiling at the 

surface of the others heating elements. Values of critical heat 

FIG. 1. Sketch of the test section. Each cylinder is a Pt100 
resistance temperature detector. 



 

fluxes obtained on a given cylinder for different thermal powers 

applied to the surrounding cylinders are reported in Fig 4: the 

critical heat flux decreases as the heating of the porous matrix 

increases. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

In addition to thermal measurements, high-speed camera 

visualizations show that the presence of bubbles in the vicinity 

of the heating cylinder under study favors the formation of a 

vapor film around it, thus triggering the transition to the film 

boiling regime at lower imposed heating flux, compared to the 

situation without bubble swarm. To discuss this point 

quantitatively, we are currently looking at determining by image 

processing the void fraction in the test section, as a function of 

the thermal power released by the heated cylinders. This is 

detailed in the next section. 

 

 

IMAGE PROCESSING: TOWARDS AN ESTIMATION OF 

THE VOID FRACTION 

Direct visualizations 
Two kinds of direct visualizations by video image 

recording have been performed, in three different steady-state 

forced-convection boiling cases where one, two, or three 

consecutive horizontal lines of cylinders are heated, see Fig. 2. 

Each cylinder dissipates a 400 mW power, the fluid filtration 

velocity and pressure being held constant (at 3.6 mm/s and 

1.23 bar respectively). In both cases, images were first 

processed by subtracting a background image obtained while a 

one-phase liquid flow was set in the test section. Consequently, 

the bubbles are displayed in the clearest grey levels on the 

obtained images, as shown on Fig. 5. 

 

 

FIG. 2. Heating configuration of the model porous medium. 
Nukiyama boiling curves: the cylinder under study is 
highlighted in red, the surrounding heating cylinders in 
green. Image processing: L1, L2 and L3 are the heated 
cylinders lines. 

FIG. 4. Critical heat flux of the heating cylinder under study 
as a function of the fixed power applied to each of the others 
heating elements of the matrix. 

FIG. 3. Nukiyama boiling curves: heat flux applied to a given 
cylinder as a function of its temperature. Red circles: only 
one cylinder is heated; blue circles: the same cylinder is 
heated while all the others dissipate a fixed, constant power, 
generating a bubble swarm in the test section. 



 

 
 

First, image sequences were obtained by high-speed 

visualization with a Dimax PCO camera. The acquisition 

frequency was then 500 frames per second, with a 35.5 pixels 

per millimeter spatial resolution. An annular region of interest 

(ROI) is defined around a given cylinder, as shown on Fig 4 and 

the mean grey level (i.e. the average on all the pixels contained 

in the ROI) is computed for each image. This mean value is 

close to zero when no bubbles are present in the ROI and 

increases sharply when one or more bubbles are located in the 

ROI. A typical time-resolved signal is shown in Fig. 6: each 

spike corresponds to one or many bubbles passing through the 

ROI. The mean value of this signal, integrated over the 

observation period, is therefore an increasing function of the 

time-averaged void fraction inside the ROI. Such a void 

fraction indicator has been calculated around each of the 

232 cylinders downstream the heated lines, for each boiling 

configuration studied, over a 2 seconds period. Averaging the 

indicator over a given line of cylinders allows one to plot this 

mean value as a function of the height in the test section, as well 

as a function of the number of heated lines, see Fig. 7. The 

results displayed in Fig. 7 clearly show that the largest the 

number of heated lines is, the larger the time-averaged void 

fraction is, as expected. More interestingly, they also suggest 

that the bubble size distributions reach a steady state beyond a 

certain height, as the indicator mean values seem to converge. 

We are currently looking to calibrate this indicator value against 

the void fraction. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Second, images were acquired at a 0.5 Hz frequency with a 

Sensicam camera. Whatever the boiling regime is, a bubble 

takes less than 1 second to travel through the whole test section, 

from bottom to top. Taking pictures every 2 seconds ensure that 

we obtain a statistically meaningful set of images, in order to 

perform ensemble averaging. Three sets of 1500 images were 

then processed, heating respectively one, two, and finally three 

lines of cylinders. For each set, a mean image was calculated, 

see Fig. 8.  

 

 

FIG. 5. Close-up on a typical image obtained after 
background subtraction. A region of interest around a given 
cylinder is highlighted in green. 

FIG. 7. Void fraction indicator as a function of the location in 
the test section. 

FIG. 6. Typical temporal evolution of the mean grey level in a 
Region Of Interest (10 pixels wide ring, displayed in green in 
Figure 4) located around a given cylinder. 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

On such an image, the mean grey level over horizontal 

stripes was calculated as a function of the height in the test 

section. The results, plotted on Fig 9, show the same trend as 

the one presented in Fig 7. This shows that, as far as void 

fraction evolution with height is concerned, the pieces of 

information brought by time-resolved fast speed imaging and 

ensemble averaging over uncorrelated images are the same. In 

this last case, a calibration of the mean grey level as a function 

of the void fraction must also be done. First steps in that 

direction are presented below. 

 

Void fraction measurement 
To our knowledge, the actual state of the art concerning 

two-phase flow quantitative visualization in porous media is 

limited to finely dispersed bubbly flows, where bubble size is 

smaller than the throats of the pore space [18, 19]. In our case, 

intense boiling regimes with greater bubble sizes are 

investigated. As already seen on Figure 5, bubbles shapes are 

often complex, with contours displaying convex and concave 

parts due to the bubbles confinement between the neighboring 

cylinders. Also, the contrast between the bubbles and the test 

section ceramic back-plate is quite low. Moreover, contours of 

bubbles as well as their interiors display light and dark areas, 

because of the many reflections due to the surrounding 

cylinders. For all these reasons, processing such images is 

particularly challenging. 

The main steps of the image processing algorithm are listed 

below: 

- Subtraction of the background image  

- Application of a mask to hide the cylinders 

- Thresholding to binarize the image 

- Dilatation-erosion operations to smooth the bubbles edges 

- Labeling: allocation of a unique number for each identified 

bubble 

 

 

 

 
 

To perform these image processing steps, specific Matlab 

scripts have been written. The two key steps affecting the final 

results are the thresholding and dilatation-erosion operations. 

The binarization threshold value and then the size of the 

structuring element applied are operator dependent because 

there is no quantitative criterion to fix them. The dilatation-

erosion operation is essential to smooth the bubble edges after 

the thresholding. As shown in Fig. 10, it consists in scanning the 

bubble edges with a “structuring element”, a circle in our case, 

which successively enlarge the contours (dilatation) and then 

shrink them (erosion). This can result, according to the circle 

radius, into a more or less pronounced smoothing of the edges, 

and even in a numerical coalescence of some neighboring 

bubbles. The threshold value and the structuring element size 

are estimated on a few images by trial and errors and visual 

inspection with a naked eye. 

FIG. 10. a) Close-up on a binarized image just after 
thresholding; b) c) d) Same close-up after dilatation-erosion 
operation performed with different radii R of the circular 
structuring element. 

FIG. 9. Mean grey level as a function of the location along 
the test section height. 

FIG. 8. Mean image obtained after averaging 1500 
uncorrelated images, when 3 lines of cylinders are heated. 



 

Once the images have been processed as explained above, 

a projected bubble area is easily determined, allowing to 

calculate the ratio of the total surface of all the bubbles to the 

pore-space projected area. This surface fraction can be 

considered as a first indicator of the order of magnitude of the 

void fraction in the test section, as proposed by Jo and 

Revankar [19], see Table1. 

 

 
TABLE 1. Surface void fraction as a function of the total heating 
power. 

 1 heated 

line 

2 heated 

lines 

3 heated 

lines 

Total heating power 5,6 W 11,6 W 17,2 W 

Surface vapor void 

fraction 

0,07 0,22 0,47 

 

 

To estimate a real mean void fraction corresponding to the 

vapor volume fraction in the test section, bubbles volumes, and 

not only projected areas, have to be estimated. For this purpose, 

we plan to classify bubbles into three categories depending on 

their projected areas. A small bubble will be considered to be 

spherical and its volume will be estimated from the 

determination of an equivalent radius based on its projected 

area. A large bubble, extending over two or more pores, will be 

assumed to be in contact with the test section front and back 

plates. A major difficulty will lie in the determination of the 

volume of the intermediate size bubbles.  

In order to calibrate the volume bubble estimation and to 

evaluate the uncertainty, a test section with the same geometry 

as the heating model has been 3D printed. It was designed to 

permit air to be injected downstream the section at a known 

flow rate, in isothermal configuration, while a HFE-7000 flow 

is imposed from bottom to top. Bubbling tests have been 

performed to check that two-phase flow patterns similar to those 

obtained with the boiling experiment are recovered. The 

translucent test section allows to use a backlight, offering a 

good contrast between the bubbles and the porous medium and 

thus easier image processing. Images from the isothermal 

experiment are currently being processed with the same 

algorithm that the one used for the boiling experiment. The idea 

is to recover the imposed air flow rate from image processing, 

in order to validate the parameters used in the algorithms to 

estimate the bubbles volumes (grey level threshold, structuring 

element size, and bubble classification in three main types 

according to their size). This methodology will also allow us to 

estimate rigorously the uncertainty on the volume void fraction 

measurement. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
A nearly two-dimensional heat-generating model porous 

medium was used to conduct forced convection boiling 

experiments. The decrease of the critical heat flux around a 

given element due to the increase of the surrounding porous 

matrix heating has been experimentally demonstrated. The 

ongoing objective is to link this critical heat flux variation to the 

void fraction, using two-phase flow visualizations. So far, image 

processing is limited to the estimation of indicators linked to the 

local time-averaged void fraction, and to the calculation of the 

surface void fraction based upon the projection of the bubble 

areas into a vertical plane. Work is in progress to refine the 

analysis in order to estimate the volume void fraction. To this 

purpose, a calibration of the various parameters used in the 

image processing algorithm is being performed thanks to 

isothermal bubbling experiment visualizations for which the 

injected gas flow rate is known. When such a calibration will be 

performed, the influence of the void fraction on the critical heat 

flux will be quantified and investigated. These results will have 

to be taken into account in the reflooding numerical simulation 

tools used at the IRSN, where critical heat fluxes are so far 

estimated by using correlations established for convective 

boiling around one single heating tube [20, 21] and not in a 

bundle of heating tubes. 
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